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INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper we use "free" as an abbreviation for "free, non- 
trivial, possibly infinite cyclic." Here we are concerned with the structure of 
the normal subgroups of SL2(k[t]), where k is a field. We prove that there 
are uncountably many normal subgroups N Qf SL2(k[t]) with a non- 
cyclic, free quotient F whose rank is infinite when k is infinite or N has 
infinite index in SL2(k[t]). (Otherwise F has finite rank.) 
We prove al~o that there are uncountably many normal subgroups of 
SL2(k[t]) with no free quotients. These subgroups correspond in a natural 
way with special subsets of (the vector space) kit] which we call quasi-sub- 
spaces. (Every subspace of kit] is a quasi-subspace and, conversely, every 
quasi-subspace is a subspace when for example char k ~ 2. However, not 
every quasi-subspace is a subspace.) Our terminology is motivated by the 
fact that there are examples of quasi-subspaces of k[t] which are also 
quasi-ideals ofk[t]  as defined in [20, p. 192]. We conclude by proving the 
existence of free, normal subgroups of SL2(k[t]). All such subgroups have 
infinite rank. Our results are based on a well known result of Nagao [14] 
which shows that SL2(k[t]) is a (non-trivial) free product of groups with 
amalgamated subgroup. 
Normal subgroups of SL2(R) with free quotients are known to exist for 
other types of commutative rings R. Let c6' = ef'(C, P, k) be the coordinate 
ring of the affine curve obtained by removing a closed point P from a 
projective curve C over k. The simplest example is ~=k[ t ] .  The author 
[6, 8, 10] has proved that "almost all" principal congruence subgroups of 
SL2(Co ~) have a free, non-cyclic quotient. When k is finite these subgroups 
have finite index, in SL2(Cf'). Newman [16] has proved that, with finitely 
many exceptions, every normal subgroup of SL2(E) is free, non-cyclic, 
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where Z is the ring of rational integers. Grunewald and Schwermer i[3] 
have proved that SL2(Oa) has a normal subgroup of finite index with a free, 
non-cyclic quotient, where Oa is the ring of integers of the imaginary 
quadratic field Q(v/~) of (negative) discriminant d. (As usual Q denotes 
the set of rational numbers.) However, there are R for which no normal 
subgroup of SL2(R) has a free quotient. The simplest examples are where 
R is finite or R=k. (See Lemmas 3.1(i), 3.3(i).) For another example of 
this type let D be a Dedekind ring of arithmetic type with infinitely many 
units and let N be a non-central, normal subgroup of SL2(D). Then it is 
known that N/N' is finite, where N' is the derived subgroup of N. It follows 
that N has no free quotient. (See [II, Sect. 2]. See also [7].) 
The fact that a group has a normal subgroup of finite index with a free, 
non-cyclic quotient has important implications. By virtue of [15] every 
countable group can be embedded in some quotient of such a group. 
Groups with this property are called SQ-universal. 
For many commutative rings R, including R=~,  Z, or Od, there are 
many pairs A, BeSL2(R) which generate a free group. (See, for example, 
[21, pp. 30-32].) It follows then that SL2(R) and hence (via the natural 
embedding) that SL,(R) has free subgroups of arbitrary rank, for all n >/2. 
However, the existence of normal subgroups of SL,,(R) with free, non- 
cyclic quotients is a phenomenon peculiar to ti = 2. It can be shown [11 ] 
that, for any commutative ring R, no subnormal subgroup of E,,(R) has a 
free, non-cyclic quotient when n>~3, where E,(R) is the subgroup of 
GL,(R) geherated by the elementary matrices. (Suslin [19, Corollary 1.4] 
has proved that E,(R)<~ SL,(R), for all n ~> 3.) It can be shown in addition 
[11] that when R is a Dedekind ring (e.g., R=c~, Z, Od, D) no subnormal 
subgroup of GL,(R) has a free, non-cyclic quotient when n/> 3. 
1. NAGAO'S TIIEOREM 
Throughout his paper we fix the following notation. Let 
In addition we put 
F= SL2(k[t]), F o = SL2(k), 
F~ = {D().) T(a): ).~k*, aEk[t]}, 
A =F~C~lo= {D(2) T(lO:2ek*,l~ek}. 
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Since kit]  is a Euclidean ring it follows that f is generated by l" and 
T(a), where aek[t] .  
The reshlts of this paper are based on the following theorem of Nagao. 
TtlEOREM 1.1. With the above notation, 
F= F~ * ,~ro- 
Proof See [14]. II 
For the study of normal subgroups of F we ?equire (by virtue of this 
theorem) a number of results from combinatorial group theory. These 
results are contained in the next section. 
2. NORMAL SUBGROUPS OF AMALGAMS 
Let 
G=A*uB,  
the free product of groups A, B with amalgamated subgroup U, and let 
N~ G. We associate with N a (non-directed) graph .(2, where 
vert f2 = (G/NA ) if (G/NB) 
and 
edge I2 = G/NU. 
In f2 the "edge gNU joins the vertices gNA and gNB, where g e G." 
Let $1($2) be a system of left coset representatives for G/NA (G/NB). 
Finally let F be the fundamental group of .O. (We recall that by definition 
F is a free or trivial group.) 
LEMMA 2.1. With the above notation 
(i) N/No~-F, where No is the normal s,tbgro,tp of G generated b), 
N c~ A and N n B. 
(ii) The group F= 1 (i.e., N = No) if and only if N is generated by 
gl(Nc~ A) g{.i and g2(Nc~ B) g~l, where gi~ Si ( i= 1, 2). 
Proof For (i) see [8, Lemma l. l(a)] and for (ii) see [18, Exercise2, 
p. 55] together with [18, Theorem 7, p. 32]. | 
Our next result is concerned with the rank of F which we denote by r(F). 
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LEMMA 2.2. With the abo~'e notation 
(i) I f  [G: N[ < oo, then r(F) < oo and 
r(F) = 1 + IG: NUI - IG: NAI - IG: NB[. 
(ii) I f  NU has fltfinite butex hi G and F is non-trivial, then r(F) is 
h~nite. 
Proof We recall that a cycle in f2 is a closed path with n (distinct) 
edges and n (distinct) vertices, for some 1~>2. Each edge of 12 not on a 
given spanning tree of 12 determines (in the usual way) afimdamental cycle 
in I2 and the fundamental cycles are in one-one correspondence with a free 
set of generators of F. 
Part (i) follows immediately from the above. 
For part (ii) suppose first of all that IG:NA[<oo and IG:NBI <oo. 
Then I(NA) n (NB): NUI is infinite and so infinitely many "edges gNU join 
NA and NB in S'2, where g~(NA)c~(NB)," in which case r(F) is infinite. 
We may suppose then that IG: NAI is infinite. Since F is non-trivial it 
follows that 12 has a cycle 12 o, say. From the definition of O it is clear that 
g-Qo (natural definition) is also a cycle in I2, for all gE G. We conclude then 
that .Q has a set of cycles which involve tho vertices gNA, for all g ~ G. Now 
any cycle in f2 is a sum (in the usual graph theoretic sense) of fundamental 
cycles. If.r(F) is finite it follows that all the cycles in .Q involve at most 
finitely many vertices. Part (ii) follows. | 
Kulkarni I-4, (5.1) Proposition] has proved Lemma 2.2(ii) for the case 
where U= I by a different method. 
It is clear from Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 2.1 that in determining the 
structure of a normal subgroup N of I" the subgroups Nn Fo~ and Nc~ Fo 
are of particular importance. The next section is devoted to a study of these 
subgroups. 
3. QUASI-SUBSPACES 
The results in the first part of this section are concerned with Fo. We 
recall that Fo is generated by V and T(p), where p e k. 
Let H be any group. As usual we denote by H '  the subgroup of H 
generated by all the commutators [a, b] = a-  lb- lab, where a, b e H. 
LEMMA 3.1. (i) IVhen card k> 3, 
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(ii) When card k = 2, F'o is the normal subgroup of F o generated by 
VIV, where IV = T( 1 ). 
hl this case card F o = 6 and card F~ = 3. 
(iii) When card k = 3, F'o is the normal subgroup of F o generated by V. 
hi this case card Fo = 24 and card F~ = 8. 
Proof For (i) choose 2~k* such that )2r 1. Let a~k[t].  Then 
T(a)= [D().- I),  T(x)], 
where x = a(l - 22)- 1. The result follows. 
When card k = 2 it is well known that F o has the presentation 
Fo= (v, t: v 2= t 2= (vt) 3= 1 ), 
where v= V and t= T(I). Part (ii) follows. 
When card k = 3 it is well known that / 'o  has the presentation 
Fo= (v, t: t3= 1, v2=(vt)3=Lj2= 1,jcentra l ) ,  
where v= V and t= T(I). Part (iii) follows. 1 
LEMMA 3.2. (i) IVhen cardk>3,  
F=/ -" .  
(ii) When card k = 2 or 3, F' is the normal subgroup of F generated 
by F'o and F/F' is generated by S(a), with a6k[t] ,  subject to the defining 
relations 
S(a) p = 1, S(a) S(b) = S(b) S(a) (a, b ~ kEt]), 
where p = card k and S(a) is the hnage of T(a) hl F/F'. 
Hence F' is generated by elements of order 3 (4) when card k = 2 (3). 
Proof For part (i) the proof is identical to that of Lemma 3.1(i). When 
card k = 2 it is clear from [14] and the above that F is generated by V and 
T(a), where a~k[t], subject o the defining relations 
V 2= T(a) 2= (VT(I))3=I2, T(a) T(b)= T(b) T(a) (a, b~k[t]).  
Part (ii) follows for the case card k = 2 from Lemma 3.1(ii). 
When card k = 3 it is clear from [14] and the above that F is generated 
by V and T(a), where a~k[t],  subject to the defining relations 
V z= (VT(I)) 3= --Iz, T(a) 3= Iz, T(a) T(b)= T(b) T(a) (a, b~k[t]).  
Part (ii) follows for the case card k = 3 from Lemma 3.1(iii). l 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let N ~ F o, with N ~L { _+ 12 }. 
(i) l f  cardk> 3, then N=F o. 
(ii) l f  card k = 2, 3, then N= Fo or F'o. 
Proof For the case where k is finite the results are well known from the 
elementary theory of finite simple groups. 
Although the result is known for the case where k is infinite there does 
not appear to be a convenient reference. Accordingly we provide a proof 
for this case. 
Since N ~ {_+12] there exists X~N of the form 
where cr (Conjugate if necessary by V and T(I).) Now choose any 
uek*  with u4r 1 and then apply [9, Lemma 1.1]. II 
LEMMA 3.4. Let N<~F. I f  D(2) T(a)EN, for some 2Ek*, whh 2:/: _+1, 
then 
N ~/" ,  , 
Proof.  Let bek[ t ] .  Then 
T(b) = [-T(c), D().) T(a)], 
where c=b(2  -2 -  1)- ' .  The result follows. | 
We now come to the first main result of this section. 
TttEOREM 3.5. Let N < F, with N c~ F o ~L {_+12}. 
(i) I f  card k > 3, then N= F. 
(ii) I f  cardk=2,  3, then N>~F'. 
Proof This follows from Lemmas 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. | 
We begin our study of Nc~ F~ with a number of definitions. 
DEFINITION. Let V be a vector space over k. A non-empty subset Q of 
V is called a quasi-subspace of V if and only if the following are satisfied 
(i) u-+v~Q, (u ,v~Q) ,  
(ii) ) .2u~Q,(2~k,  ueQ) .  
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Notes. (a) Clearly every subspace of I-" is a quasi-subspace and 
conversely every quasi-subspace is a subspace whenever char k # 2 or k is 
perfect. 
(b) Let k be any field of characteristic2 which is not perfect (for 
example, the set of rational functions over any field of characteristic 2) and 
let u ~ V, where u r 0. Then 
{;.2u: ;.Ek} 
is a quasi-subspace of V which is not a subspace. 
(c) Let as above k be a non-perfect field of characteristic 2, let ct e k, 
and let fek1, t  ], where f#-0.  Finally let q be the k[t]-ideal generated by 
f2 and ( t - c t )2 f  Then the subset 
X= {22f+q:2~k} 
is again a quasi-subspace of k1,t] which is not a subspace. The subset X has 
two further interesting properties. 
(i) The subset X is a quasi-ideal of k[t] (as defined in 1,20, 
p. 1921) but is not a k[t]-ideal. (By definition every ideal is a quasi-ideal.) 
(ii) Let q* be the kl-t]-ideal generated by fand  let 
~[ = { (Xo.) ~ F: I -- XiiE q* , XijE X (i ~ j )  }. 
Then it can be shown that M<~F and that M,,h GL2(k[t]). (See 1,6, 
Example 3.4].) 
DEFINITION. (i) Let 
['oo= {T(a):a~k[t]}.  
(ii) For each N(F le t  
q3(N) = {a6k[t] :  T(a)e N}. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let N <~ F. 
(i) Either N = F or 
N c~ Foo = N l  9 N2, 
where Nl = N c~ { +__ 12 } and N2 = N n ['o~. 
(ii) ~b(N) is a quasi-subspace of k1,t]. 
Proof Most o'f part (i) fcllows from Lemma 3.4. It remains to show 
that if -T (a )eN,  for some aek1,t], then - I2~N.  We may assume that 
481/150,'2-3 
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char k#2 in which case D( I /2 )T (4a)D(2)= T(a) belongs to g. Part (i) 
follows. 
For part (ii) we note that if T(a), T(b)~Nand 2ek* ,  then T(a) T(b) • 
and D(2) T(a)D(2)-1 belong to N. II 
As we shall see in the remainder of this section Theorem 3.6(ii) has a 
partial converse. 
DEFINITION. For each quasi-space Q of k[t], let A(Q) be the normal 
subgroup of F generated by T(a), where, a e Q. 
DEF IN IT ION.  
we put 
Let II be a subgroup of a group K and let g ~ K. As usual 
H g= {h ~=ghg- ' :h~tt} .  
DEFINITION. For each k[t]-ideal q let 
F(q) = Ker ( r~ SL2(k[t]/q) ). 
LEMMA 3.7. Let qo be the k[t]-ideal generated by t. Let S be a system 
of left coset representatives of F/F(qo) and let To = F(qo) n f '~. Then 
(i) ITF(qo) ~- Fo, 
(ii) F(qo)-- * (To) g , 
g~S 
(iii) r(qo)/l"(qo)'~ l--I (To) g. 
g~S 
Proof See [6, Theorem 1.3]. II 
TIIEOREM 3.8. Let Q be a quasi-subspace of kit]  and let Q be the 
smallest subspace of k [ t ] containing Q. I f  Q_ tnk = { 0 } then 
cb(A(Q)) = Q. 
Proof It is clear that for al O, Q, Q ~_ cI,(A(Q)). The hypothesis ensures 
that there exists a k-basis 
1, UI ,  /')2, "" 
of kEt] with the property that {vl, v2 .... } contains a k-basis of Q. Clearly 
there is a k-linear transformation ~,if k[t] defined by 
r  I, tp(v,)=t'( i=l ,2 .... ). 
Reiner [17] has proved that there is an automorphism ~ of/-" with the 
properties that 
(i)- 7"(g)=g(geFo),  
(ii) ~(T(a) )= T(~(a)) (a~k[t ] ) .  
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It is clear that ~I(A(Q))= A(Q'), where Q'= ~(Q), and that A(Q')<~ F(qo) 
(in the notation of Lemma 3.7). By Lemma 3.7 it is clear that A(Q') is 
generated (mod F(qo)') by T(q') ~, where q' e Q' and g e S. 
Let T(a) ~ A(Q). Then T(a') e A(Q'), where a '= ~(a). By the above, 
there exists n >/1 and 
T(a') = f i  (Ti) g' (mod F(qo)'), 
i=1  
for some q~eQ', g ieS (l~<i~<n), where Ti=T(q;). We now apply the 
presentation for F(qo)/F(qo)' provided by Lemma 3.7(iii) to conclude that 
n= 1, gl = 1, and a'=q'l. Thus a'EQ' and so aeQ. I 
Theorem 3.50) shows that when cardk>3 the hypothesis in 
Theorem 3.8 is necessary. However, as we shall see the hypothesis can by 
removed when card k= 2 or 3. We note that in these cases every quasi- 
subspace is a subspace. 
TIIEOREM 3.9. 
Thell 
Let card k = 2 or 3 and let Q be the al O' subspace of kit]. 
qg(A(Q)) = Q. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.8 we may assume that k<~Q in which case 
F' <~ A(Q), by Theorem 3.5(ii). The result follows from the presentation for 
F/F' given by Lemma 3.2(ii). II 
Notes. (a) Consider any amalgamated product 
G=A*uB,  
where A, B, U are groups. Let M <~ A and let ffl be the normal subgroup 
of G generated by M. Clearly M ~< 3t n A. The obvious question arises: Is 
Mc~A =M? 
The main implication of Theorems 3.8, 3.9 is that for the case where 
G=F, A=F~,  B=Fo, and U=A the answer to this question is 
affirmative for "almost all" M. 
It seems worth recording an example of an amalgam involving groups of 
similar type for which the answer to the above question is "nearly always" 
negative. Let p be any rational prime. It is known [18, Corollary 2, p. 80] 
that 
SL2(7?[I/p])= A 9 vB, 
where A ~-B~SI~2(Z). Now let M be a non-central, normal subgroup of 
infinite index in A. There are 2 ~~ such M since A is SQ-universal. (See 
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1-15, p. 4].) Combining the results of 1-1, 13] it can be shown that 
[SL2(2Z[,l/p,l):M[<oo. Hence [A:Ac~,Cl[<oo and so [~-/c~A:M] is 
infinite. 
(b) For subgroups of GL2(A ), where A is a Banach algebra, a result 
which is similar in type to those of Theorems 3.8 and 3.9 has been proved 
by Vaserstein using different methods. The special subsets of A which in 
this case correspond to the quasi-subspaces of k[,t,l are the quasi-ideals of 
A. (See [-20, Proof of Proposition 4.2].) 
4. FREE QUOTIENTS OF NORMAL SUBGROUPS 
THEOREM 4.1. Let N.,~ F and let No be the normal subgroup of 1, 
generated by N c~ F~ and N c~ I" o. I f  N ~ No then 
N/N o ~- F, 
where F is a free group of rank r(F) and r(F) > 1. Moreover (F) is it~nite 
if and only if k is h~nite or IF." NI is hlfinite. 
Proof We note that the hypothesis ensures that N:/: F. The first part 
follows from Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 2.'1. For the parts concerning r(F) 
we require Lemma 2.2. By Lemma 2.1(ii) it is clear that r(F)r 
Suppose first that k is finite. If IF:NI is infinite then so is IF:NAI. 
Hence r(F) is infinite by Lemma 2.2(ii). If IF: NI < 0o then r(F)< 03 by 
Lemma 2.2(i). Suppose now that r(F)= 1. Then by the formula given in 
Lemma 2.2(i) it follows that 
( [N .F~:N.A I  = ) IN.Fo:N.AI  =2. 
By Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 3.2(ii) we have Nn F o ~< { +12} in which case 
IFo :a l=2,  
by Lemma 3.3. But it is well known that IF o: A [ = I + q, where q = card k. 
We deduce that r(F)~ 1. 
Suppose now that k is infinite. Then ]F:NI is infinite by [-6, 
Theorem2.4,l. Suppose in addition that IF:N.A]<o% then F=N.A  
again by [-6, Theorem 2.4]. Since A is metabelian it follows that F"~ N 
and hence that N=F,  by Lemma 3.2(i). It follows that IF: N.AI is infinite 
and hence that r(F) is infinite by Lemma 2.2(ii). | 
As an illustration of Theorehl 4.1 let q be a k1-t-l-ideal with generator f,
wherefr  and let N= F(q). In this case No=A(q), the normal subgroup 
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of F generated by the q-elementary matrices. It is known I-6, Theorem 1.3] 
that F(q):~ A(q) if and only if degf> 1. 
Before coming to the case where N= No we require a further lemma. 
LF.MMA 4.2. Let Q + be the additive group of a quasi-subspace Q of  a 
vector space V over k and let F be a free group. Then ever)' (group) 
homomorphism 
r ~F  
is trivial. 
Proof Suppose that char k = p > 0. Then pu = 0, for all u ~ V. Since free 
groups have no non-trivial elements of finite order it follows that 
q~(Q+)= 1. 
We may assume therefore that char k = 0 in which case Q is a subspace 
by some remarks in Section 3. Now Q § is the sum of subgroups of the type 
S={2u:2~k},  where u is some non-zero element of Q. It is sufficient 
therefore to prove that ~p(S)= 1. 
The map if: k + --* F, defined by 
~b().) = r (2 ~ k), 
is a homomorphism from k § the additive group of k, to/7. Suppose now 
that ~p and hence Ip is non-trivial. Since k + is abelian it follows that 
~(k§ +, 
where Z + is the infinite cyclic group, by [5, Proposition 2.19, p. 10"l. Since 
char k = 0 we may assume that Q ~_ k. 
Let K= Ker ~,, p E K, and i t E Q, with i~ :~ 0. Then, for some non-zero 
111~ II E 7/9 
~(m( / tp  ) ) = m~( / tp  ) = ~(np  ) = n~(p  ) = O. 
Hence 
pE K, II EQ=> Itp E K. 
Now 1 = ~,(2o), for some 2o ~ k*. Then there exists n ~ Z such that 
r189 = n l  = ~(" ; -o) -  
Thus (n -  1/2) 20 e K and so 20 E K by the above. The result follows. 
THEOREM 4 .3 . . Le t  N <a F and let N be generated by the conjugates of  
N n F~ and N c~ F o. Then N has no free quotient. 
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Proof Suppose that Nc~Fo~ {-t-12}. If cardk>3 then N'--F by 
Theorem 3.5(i) in which case N does not have a free quotient by Lem- 
ma 3.2(i). If card k = 2, 3 then N~> F', by Theorem 3.5(ii). In this case N is 
generated by elements of finite order by Lemma 3.2(ii) and so cannot have 
a free quotient. 
We may assume then that NnFo<~{+__Iz}. By Theorem3.6(i) (and 
Lemma 3.2) we may further assume that N is generated by Nc~ { +12} and 
conjugates of Nc~/~.  By Theorem 3.6(ii), Nn  f '~ is isomorphic to the 
additive group Q§ of a quasi-subspace Q of k[t]. The result follows from 
Lemma 4.2. II 
COROLLARY 4.4. A normal subgroup N of F has no free quotient if and 
only if N= el(Q) or N= { ---12}" el(Q), for some quasi-subspace Q of k[t]. 
Proof This follows from Theorems4.1 and 4.3. I 
The natural question arises: How many normal subgroups of the above 
types are there? From [6, Theorem 1.3] it is clear that there exist at least 
countably many normal subgroups of F with a free, non-cyclic quotient. 
We now prove a stronger esult. 
Let ! = card k and let 
~2 ~0, Io = I ~~ = I I ,  
Le t  
and 
otherwise. 
= {N <~ 1"." N has a free, non-cyclic quotient }
~= {N<~ F." Nr  
TttEOREM 4.5. With the above notation, 
card cj.~> to (i = 1, 2). 
Proof Let q be a k[t]-ideal, where q # {0}, k[t]. In [12, Theorem 3.3] 
it is proved that there exist lo normal subgroups N of F such that 
r(q)' <N<r(q). 
As above let N O be the normal subgroup of F generated by Nc~ F~ and 
Nc~ F o and let el(q) be the normal subgroup of F generated by F(q)c~ F~ 
and F(q)~ F o. Clearly No ~< el(q). (See Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.5.) 
Now choose q such that l'(q)#-A(q). (See [6, Theorem 1.3].) Then 
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F(q)/zi(q) is a non-cyclic free group by Theorem 4.1. If N= No then F(q)/N 
maps onto F(q)/zt(q). But F(q)/N is abelian and so Ne~ by Theorem 4.1. 
It follows that 
card ~ >~ to. 
In the proof of [12, Theorem3.3| it is shown that there exist to 
hyperplanes H in k[t] for which Htnk= {0}. Clearly A(H)eSr by 
Theorem 4.3, and A(Ht)=zJ(H2) if and only if H, = H 2, by Theorem 3.8. 
It follows that 
card 6e2 >t ~o- II 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let k be at most countably h~finite. Then 
card ~ = card ~ = 2 ~~ 
Proof This follows immediately from Theorem 4.5. I 
We conclude by proving the existence of normal subgroups of F which 
are free. 
TItEOREM 4.7. Let N be a non-central normgl subgro,tp of F, where 
N rn F o <~ { 4-12 }. Then N' is a free group of il~nite rank. 
Proof The .hypothesis ensures that Nc~A ~< {4-12} and that 
N c~ F~ = (N n { 4-12 })- (N n/"~) ,  by Theorem 3.6(i). Let S be a system of 
left coset representatives for FIN. F~. Then by Theorem 1.1 and the sub- 
group theorem for a free product of groups with an amalgamated subgroup 
(see, for example, [2, Theorem 3"1) there exists a free (possibly trivial) 
group 31 with the property that N is generated by M, ,V, and (N~) ~, with 
g e S, where .~ -- N c~ { 4-12 } and N,~ = N n f '~,  subject solely to the 
relations which ensure that Nn  { 4-12} is central in N. 
It follows that 
N'~b~3/'"bx/Vx I-] (N~) ~, 
gcS 
where, for any group G, G ~b denotes G/G'. We deduce that 
N' nFo=N' rnF~=l. 
Suppose now that N' = I. Then N-/~oo = I, by the above. If card k = 2 
or 3 then /7.0o is abelian and so /"~<N. Thus Nrn/'o~ {-I-12} by 
Lemma 3.1(ii), (iii) and Lcmma 3.2(ii). If card k> 3 thcn/-'~ is metabelian 
and so / '"~ N. Hcnce N= F by Lcmma 3.20). It follows that N':~l and 
hence that N' is.free by Theorcm 4.1. Now F~ ~ N.I'o~/N and so IF: NJ 
is infinite. We deducc that N' has infinite rank by Theorem 4.1. | 
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COROLLARY 4.8. Suppose that card k > 3. Let N <~ F, where N # F. Then 
N'  is free o f  htfinite rank. 
"Proof This follows from Theorem 3.5(i) and Theorem 4,7. II 
By Lemma 3,20) the condi t ion  "N# F"  in Coro l lary 4.8 is necessary. 
COROLLARY 4.9. Suppose that card k = 2, 3. Let N ~ F, where N .  F '  ~ F 
unless N= F'. Then N'  is f ree o f  h~ni te  rank. 
Proof  This follows from the case where N:/:  F '  by Theorem 3.5(ii) and  
Theorem 4.7. 
Now F '  n Foo = 1 and  F '  is generated by conjugates of F '  n Fo = F~,  by 
Lemma 3.2(ii). A presentat ion for F '  can be obta ined using Theorem 1.1 
and  [2, Theorem 3] from which it is easi ly deduced that F"  is free of 
infinite rank.  | 
Lemma 3.2(ii) shows that the restr ict ion on N on Coro l la ry4.9  is 
necessary. 
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